
Scene Purpose Content & Scene Time 

Introduce Food Bank  

 

00:00 – 00:03 
(3s) 



 
 
Introduce Food Bank by showing the logo  
Show that there is a lot of food in the video 
Show audience that Bunanas app is used in the warehouse 
 



Context of application 
Many categories 
 
[WHAT we are dealing 
with] 

 
 
Photo montage of food in the warehouse. ~7 items 
This shows that there are many inventory items that we must work on 
 

00:03-00:06 
(3s) 



Mission and Objective 
 
[WHY Food Bank is 
doing this] 

 

00:06-00:09 
(3s) 



 
 
Highlight that the reason why Food Bank has all this inventory is so that they can meet their mission of 
REDUCE FOOD WASTE and FEED THE HUNGRY 
The background will be some video footage of the warehouse (panning around) 
This also serves to segue into the problem that Food Bank faces with their current process  



Problem that Food 
Bank faces 
 
[HOW it’s currently 
done, WHY we build 
our app] 

 

 
 

We are showing in BIG WORDS the three main problems of the As-Is process 
Background will be a messy table with lots of paper and documents, computer screen etc etc 

00:09-00:12 
(3s) 



Solution we are 
building 
 
[WHAT and WHY we 
build] 

 
 

We show the three key selling points of our Bunanas Solution that seeks to solve Food Bank’s problem 
Background will be our team working together, holding tablet, using whiteboard etc etc (TEAMWORK!!!) 

00:12-00:15 
(3s) 



Features of the 
solution 
 
[HIGH LEVEL] 

 
 

This will help to contextualise the next few scenes of “one-word” features 
Some generic warehouse background 

00:15-00:16 
(1s) 



Scan feature 
 
[Avoiding the use of 
process, cos it’s a lot 
of cognitive load] 

 
 

Caption the feature “SCAN”, show a 5s video of the barcode scanner in action 
 
Video scenes in background (three scenes altogether) 

1. Side view picking up food from box 
2. Zoom in holding the food, scan & confirm 
3. Putting from box to shelf (camera angle is up close shot on the shelf) 

00:16-00:21 
(3-5s) 



Request feature 
 

 
 

Caption the feature “REQUEST”, show a 5s video of the web app requesting in action 
 
Video scenes in background (three scenes altogether) 

1. Some uncle using the web app (shot from the back view of uncle) 
2. Zoom in on “add to cart”, uncle clicks this 

3. Uncle checks on status 

00:21-00:26 
(3-5s) 



Allocate feature 

 
 

Caption the feature “ALLOCATE”, show a 5s video of the web app making an automated allocation 
Maybe put an asterisk saying that it smartly allocates similar items as well 
 
Video scenes in background (three scenes altogether) 

1. Admin using the app (Admin face is facing the camera) 
2. Focus on screen, admin press ALLOCATE button 

 

00:26-00:31 
(3-5s) 



Pack feature 

 
 

Caption the feature “PACK”, show a 5s video of the mobile app packing list in action 
 
Video scenes in background (three scenes altogether) 

** We don’t know the order yet ** 
1. Up close shot of volunteer clicking the checkbox 
2. Volunteer pick up item from the shelf (camera angle is up close shot of the shelf) 

3. Put in box (up close) 

 

00:31-00:36 
(3-5s) 



Report feature 

 
 

Caption the feature “REPORT”, show a 5s video of the web app report in action 
If time allows, show the hardcopy printed out as well 
 
Video scenes in background (three scenes altogether) 

1. Admin using the app (side view) 
2. Download and open the report 

 

00:36-00:41 
(3-5s) 



 
 
The sections on the app use can be varied. So far, we have just shown the worst case 
 
00:16 – 00:41 seconds 
 
Worst case: 5 * 5 = 25s 
Best case: 3 * 5 = 15s 
 
 
 
For the testimonials, it might just be only the ADMIN talking. But that’s ok, we just need someone to say we do a DAMN GOOD JOB!! 



Admin testimonial  
 
[ADMIN LOVE US] 

 
 

Marga selling for us 
We will put other video scenes while she continues to voice over 

00:41-00:51 
(10s) 



Volunteer testimonial 
 
[VOLUNTEEER LOVE 
US] 

 
 

Some volunteer selling for us 
YAY 

00:51-00:58 
(7s) 



Closing 
 
 

 
 

Ending screen with the required logos 

00:58-01:00 
(2s) 

 


